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Abstract: Plant genetic resources are the key components for any crop improvement 
programme. The two subspecies of cultivated rice (Oryza sativa), japonica and indica, 
exhibit differences both at morphological and molecular levels and it was postulated that 
both these forms have originated from O. rufipogon. With an objective to study the 
differentiation tendency in the close wild relatives of rice in to japonica and indica, PCR 
analyses were performed on the populations of O. rufipogon (162) and O. nivara (157). 
PCR assays were also conducted on 440 native land race accessions collected from three 
different geographic locations of India that represent both primary [(Assam(142), 
Manipur(108)] and secondary [Jeypore-Koraput region(190)] centres of origin. The 
polymorphism present (presence/absence of a 69bp deletion) in the ORF 100 region of the 
chloroplast (cp) genome, was employed to classify the populations into japonica and 
indica. The results suggest that the proportion the indica allele varied from region to region 
and it is lower in the native land races of all the three regions while it was higher in the 
populations of both the wild forms. The presence of the japonica allele at a high frequency 
in the native land races cannot be fully explained with the introgressive hybridization 
hypothesis proposed earlier. The results of the study can help in identification of genotypes 
having japonica type nuclear genes which can be of great use in the hybrid rice 
development programs. 
Keywords: potential, organism, O.rufipogon, chloroplast 
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INTRODUCTION 

The plant genetic resources are crucial for the development of new high yielding varieties or for genetic 
enhancement of traits related to resistance/tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses. Native land races that 
are adapted to extreme environments over ages would be the ideal base materials for any crop 
improvement program. To realize their potential, identification of alleles that might facilitate the 
organism to survive in its existing habitat, or might enable the organism to survive in more diverse 
habitats, is a prerequisite. In addition, genetic diversity analyses can throw light on the evolutionary trend 
of populations.  

Rice, a diploid with a relatively small genome size, can offer scope to enhance our understanding of the 
genetic mechanisms related to crop domestication and improvement. The cultivated rice species of Asia, 
Oryza sativa L., is composed of two subspecies, indica and japonica1-2 with each subspecies having its 
own defined area of ecological adaptation. The indica and japonica groups were classified by associations 
of a number of characteristics within each group2 and these subspecies were recorded as distinct rice 
groups since the Han dynasty (over 2000 years ago)3. While indica varieties are generally adapted to 
tropical lowlands, most japonica varieties are adapted to more temperate climates4. Marked differences 
were detected between indica and japonica in their morphological traits5, isozymes6-7, Protein markers8 

and DNA markers such as RFLP4,9, RAPD10-11, SSR12-14, STS15-16, SNP17-18 and Chloroplast DNA19-20. The 
reproductive barriers like hybrid sterility21-22, hybrid breakdown23, segregation distortion24 and suppressed 
recombination25-26, observed between two subspecies have become the major impediments for transfer of 
traits from one to another. These differences suggest that the two subspecies were probably domesticated 
independently from different forms of the wild species, Oryza rufipogon27-29. While the genetic 
differences between indica and japonica at nuclear level that are associated with important agronomic 
traits were investigated extensively4,10,15,30-35, the information is still limited on the diversity at the 
cytoplasmic level and also on the phylogenetic relationships among the subspecies and the wild 
progenitors36-40. In this context, some well-preserved sequences of the chloroplast genome are being 
employed widely for studies on genetic diversity as they can clearly discriminate the sub species36, 41,42. 

While the breeding approaches adopted during domestication process might have large effects on the 
structuring of diversity in rice, the genetic structure of populations at different and independent 
geographical locations may exhibit wide variation both within and between them and established 
themselves as independent gene pools. The wide variation reported in indica rice across a wide 
geographical area might be the result of free gene flow from sympatric wild relatives, O. nivara and O. 
rufipogon or can be due to the large number of seed dispersal routes on land to highly diverse geographic 
locations.  

The perennial O. rufipogon has many ecotypes and is widely distributed across Asia to Papua New 
Guinea and Australia. Its natural habitat is generally lakes or waterways surrounded by forests. Though 
out pollination rate in the species is higher, O. rufipogon remains in vegetative stage without any seed 
setting in many regions and thus poorly represented in germ plasm collections. The annual inbreeding, 
Oryza nivara, has a more restricted distribution in the areas having severe dry seasons. Sequencing of 
particular genes43 and multiple neutral genes44 for polymorphisms did not reveal differences between O. 
nivara and O. rufipogon, a reflection of recent divergence and/or continual gene flow between these two 
species and it was even suggested that O. nivara and O. rufipogon are a genetic continuum and not ‘good’ 
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taxonomic species45. However, with distinct differences in habitat, annual/perennial nature, pollination 
mechanism and seed set (%), these two species are still treated as separate rather than a continuum. 

For effective exploitation of native land races, genetic characterization of the native rice populations at 
different locations is an important step. One interesting area can be the study of the divergence trend of 
the populations of O. rufipogon and O. nivara towards indica or japonica and comparing it with the 
frequency of alleles present in the native populations of cultivated rice at different geographical locations. 
These studies can help us to understand the population structure better.  

The uniparental inheritance of the markers of the cytoplasmic genome makes them useful in tracing the 
phylogenetic relationships and such studies were conducted to study rice domestication earlier14,36,46,47-49. 
The map of rice cpDNA constructed by Hirai et al41 and Hiratsuka et al42. Kanno et al38 discovered a 
deleted section of 69bp sequence in cpDNA Pst-l2 fragment ORFl00 in the chloroplasts of indica rice and 
this polymorphism can be employed as an efficient marker to distinguish the indica or japonica types of 
the rice chloroplast genome. Chen et al36 and Kanno et al37, classified 137 cultivated rice into indica and 
japonica using this ORF100 marker and the results obtained with the marker corresponded to the 
classification by morphological and physiological characters. 

The objective of the study was to employ the polymorphism present in the cpDNAPst-l2 fragment of the 
ORF 100 regionto analyze the differentiation tendency in the populations of two close wild relatives of 
rice i.e. O. rufipogon and O. nivara and how the tendency is reflected in two separate gene pools present 
the primary and secondary centres of origin of rice. As the native genotypes of rice, a self-pollinated crop, 
tend to be genetically stable, the assessment can provide a clear picture on the status ofthe rice 
populations present at different geographical locations associated with origin of rice. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Plant Materials: The genotypes used in the study are rice collections from Assam (142), Manipur (108) 
and Jeypore-Koraput (190), three different geographic regions that represent both primary (Assam, 
Manipur) and secondary (Jeypore-Koraput) centres of origin of rice 47 (Mehra and Arora, 1982) (Figure 
1). The accessions of O. rufipogon (162) and O. nivara (157) were collected from different states of 
Eastern India (Orissa, West Bengal and Bihar) where their concentration is more 45 (Table 1). 

   
Figure 1: The geographical locations in India from which rice accessions used in the study 
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Manipur - indica allele (♠) and japonica allele (♠),Assam- indica allele (▲) and japonica allele (▲) and 
Jeypore- indica allele (♦) and japonica allele (♦). (Based on the ORF100 structure) 

Table 1: The list of rice accessions used in the study and their classification according to the ORF 
structure  

ARC No D/ND ARC No D/ND ARC No D/ND ARC No D/ND ARC No D/ND 
Assam (142) 9028 + 20419 + 100485 - 100432-1 + 
306487 - 9029 - 21364 - 100483 + 100426-1 + 
11489 - 9030 - 20712 - 100480 + 100425-1 + 
6237 - 9032 - 21111 + 100474 + 100424-1 + 
13179 - 9033 - 21046 - 100473 - 100423-1 - 
291325 + 9039 - 21036 + 100472 + 100422-1 + 
11313-A + 9042 - 21359 + 100494-1 + 100421-1 + 
306377 + 9043 - 21025 - 100470 + 100420-1 + 
13175 - 9044 - 21330 - 100494-2 - 100419-1 + 
306550 - 9047 + 21124 - 100409 - 100418-1 - 
11811 - 9054 - 21076 - 100493-1 + 100417-1 + 
6551 + 9056 - 21033 - 100465 - 100404-1 + 
12081 - 9058 + 20282 - 100464 - 100403-1 + 
306393 - 9060 + 21338 - 100462 + 100428-1 + 
11455 + 9063 + 20229 - 100461 + 100482-1 + 
10639 - 9064 - 21305 - 100493-2 + 100481 + 
11946 - 9066 - 21264 - 100491 - 100479-1 - 
11533 - 9067 - 20425 + 100458-1 + 100477-1 + 
1144 + 9070 + 20872 - 100401 + 100475 + 
11436 - 9071 + 20313 - 100354 + 100471-1 + 
12912 - 9080 + 20347 - 100449-2 + 100468 NA 
11672 + 9090 - 19799 - 100494-3 - 100467-1 + 
291259 - 9091 + 20239 - 100038-1 + 100463 + 
306631 - 9093 + 20246 - 100495 + 100460-1 + 
306638 - 9100 - 20406 - 100035-1 + 100297 + 
11397 - 9103 + 21254 + 100034 + 100027-1 - 
6561 - 9121 - 21140 - 100493-3 - 100119 + 
33603 - 9122 - 21074 - 100436-2 + 100338 + 
11805 + 9129 + 21007 - 100494-4 + 100301 + 
6248 - 9133 + 21085 - 100284-1 - 100287 + 
291309 + 9134 - 21081 - 100028-1 + 100353 + 
11836 + 9139 - 20967 - 100346 + 100360 + 
12974 - 9144 + 20317 - 100015-1 NA 100228 + 
13225 - 9148 - 21348 + 100445-2 + 100341 + 
306373 + 9149 - 20461 - 100438-2 + 100316 + 
6601 + 9153 - 20413 - 100437 + 100288 + 
11511 + 9154 - 21087 - 100045 - 100293 + 
291312 - 9157 - 21310 - 100019-1 - 100289 + 
306487 - 9164 - 21296 - 100457 + 100008-1 + 
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11489 - 9165 + 20604 + 100458-2 + 100328 + 
6237 + 9167 + 21103 + 100227 - 100026-1 + 
11519 - 9168 + 21020 + 100215 + 100120 + 
12896 - 9170 - 21030 - 100444-2 + 100043-1 + 
306552 - 9171 + 20175 + 100046-1 - 100312 + 
6208 - 9175 - 21050 + 100047-1 + 100053-1 - 
6564 - 9178 + 21311 - 100048 + 100429 + 
11828 - 9180 - 21287 - 100049 + 100394 + 
11649 - 9185 + 21298 - 100443-2 - 100451-2 + 
13251 - 9189 - 21176 - 100041 + 100010-1 + 
6562 - 9190 - 21325 + 100001-1 + 100347 + 
6552 - 9196 - 20930 - 100013-1 + 100431-2 NA 
6596 - 9199 - 20323 + 100433 - 100016 + 
291235 - 9211 + 20315 + 100308-1 + 100450-2 - 
291157 - 9215 - 21031 - 100166 + 100452-2 + 
306628 - 9216 + 20919 - 100141 + 100214 + 
6606 + 9217 + 20171 - 100030 NA 100479-2 + 
366488A - 9218 - 20966 + 100130 - 100033 - 
306635 + 9223 - 20187 + 100028-2 - 100269 + 
306680 - 9227 - 20907 - 100279 NA 100290 + 
306540 - 9228 - 20938 + 100173 + 100304 + 
306383 - 9230 + 21100 + 100262 - 100313 NA 
12123 - 9231 + 21041 + 100170 + 100175 - 
306570 - 9235 + 20407 + 100155 + 100021 - 
307109 - 9238 + 20237 + 100273 + 100486-2 + 
306395 + 9241 + 20611 - 100323 + 100397 + 
12463 - 9246 - 20371 - 100324 NA 100391-2 + 
12055 + 9248 - 20397 - 100015-2 + 100417-2 + 
13149 - 9249 - 20439 - 100308-2 + 100419-2 + 
12074 + 9251 - 21354 - 100112 + 100422-2 + 
306397 - 9252 + 20690 + 100161 + 100404-2 + 
11445 - 9256 - 20785 - 100169 + 100403-2 + 
12074 - 9262 - 20909 + 100133 - 100023 - 
13220 + 9265 + 19795 - 100036 NA 100392 + 
6235 - 9270 + 20189 - 100305-1 + 100482-2 + 
12973 - 9271 - 20274 - 100176 NA 100416 + 
6611 + 9273 + 21349 + 100168 + 100391-2 + 
306487A - 9275 - 21373 - 100307-1 + 100388-1 + 
291258A - 9278 - 21266 - 100160 + 100358-1 + 
11519 - 9286 - 20326 - 100314 - 100010-1 + 
12896 - 9296 - 20839 - 100315 + 100367 + 
306552 - 9300 - 20302-A + 100167 + 100012 + 
10947 + 9301 - 20720 + 100156-1 + 100390 + 
13158 - 9322 - 21166 - 100281 + 100380 + 
6230 - 9325 - 20197 - 100156-3 NA 100425-2 + 
11966 - 9326 + 20654 - 100028-3 + 100384 + 
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6535 - 9340 - 21143 + 100282 + 100366 + 
12021 + 9345 + 21137 - 100343 + 100467-2 NA 
11739 - 9349 + 20704 - 100135 + 100010-3 NA 
11736 - 9360 + 20614 - 100308-3 + 100388-2 NA 
12642 + 9365 + 20936 + 100309 + 100022 - 
12612 + 9371 - 21162 + 100054 + 100052 + 
12549 + 9394 + 21138 - 100307-2 + 100450-3 - 
12862 - 9407 - 20926 - 100014-1 - 100011 NA 
305930 - 9414 - 21005 + 100017-1 + 100476-1 + 
12047 - 9419 + 21183 - 100029 NA 100007 - 
11883 - 9428 - 21175 + 100006 + 100429-3 + 
306682 - 9436 + 21056 - 100334 + 100053-2 - 
11876 - 9437 + 20756 - 100305-2 NA 100395 NA 
11512 - Jeypore (190) 20804 - 100153 + 100385 NA 
305939 - 20242 - 20873 - 100014-2 + 100389 + 
11833 - 21351 - 21048 - 100165 - 100418-2 + 
11804 + 21090 - 21189 - 100152 - 100432-2 + 
11955 - 20686 - 20822 - 100162 + 100359 + 
10897 - 21071 - 21174 + 100163 + 100452-1 + 
11875 - 21270 - 20665 - 100002-1 + 100043-2 - 
11497 + 20424 - 20878 - 100005 + 100471-2 + 
11871 - 20379 - 21085 - 100004 + 100423-2 + 
11849 - 21340 - 21150 - 100002-2 - 100042 + 
11769 - 20410 - 21184 + 100017-2 + 100370 + 
11341 + 20205 - 20741 + 100013-2 + 100027-2 - 
11802 - 21262 - 19842 - 100264 NA 100414 NA 
11958 - 21217 - 21012 - 100356 + 100386 + 
11331 - 21274 - 21079 - 100028-4 NA 100477-2 + 
10922 - 20434 - 21045 - 100346-1 + 100463-2 + 
11773 - 21203 - 18564 - 100174 + 100178 + 
6601 - 20449 - 21166 - 100317 + 100424-2 + 
11088 - 20663 - 21067 - 100149 + 100196 + 
11313 - 21345 - 20717 - 100320 - 100476-2 + 
10947 - 21080 - 21022 - 100159 + 100040 + 
13158 + 21314 - 20600 - 100047-2 + 100448-2 - 
6230 - 21125 - 20600 - 100001-2 NA 100431-3 NA 
11484 - 21079 - 21303 - 100310 + 100373 NA 
6650 + 21315 - 21109 + 100265 + 100460-2 NA 
6563 - 20616 - 21028 - 100266 + 100428-2 + 
6594 - 20618 + 20508 - 100351 NA 100026-2 + 
6215 - 21241 - 21375 - 100332 + 100406 + 
6588 - 21533 - 21377 - 100157 NA 100426-2 + 
11215 - 20412 - 21098 - 100154 + 100185 + 
11712 - 20529 + 21192 - 100143 + 100009 + 
11975 - 20425 - 20349 + 100035-2 + 100008-2 NA 
11044 - 20356 + 21091 + 100263 - 100420-2 + 
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11979 - 20282 - 20714 - 100046-2 NA 100479-3 - 
6249 - 20241 + 20628 + 100171 - 100358-2 + 
12916 - 20314 - 20359 - 100350 + 100361-1 + 
12816 + 20271 - 21363 - 100019-2 + 100371 + 
13182 - 20280 - O.rufipogon (162) 100018 - 100374-1 NA 
11359 + 20198 - 100430 + 100093 + 100399 + 
11922 + 21099 - 100488 + 100284-2 + 100364 NA 
6589 - 21064 - 100490 NA 100164 + 100421-2 + 
6246 - 20382 - 100456 + 100158 + 100374-2 NA 
11540 - 20629 - 100455 NA 100172 - 100095 + 
11503 - 20381 - 100449-1 + 100050 + 100322 + 
6563 + 20707 - 100447 + 100038-2 NA 100318 + 
Manipur (108) 20362 - 100446 NA 100270 + 100463-3 + 
9005 + 21263 - 100445-1 + O.nivara (157) 100096 NA 
9006 + 20195 - 100444-1 + 100429 NA 100111 + 
9008 + 20247 - 100443-1 - 100486-1 + 100365 NA 
9011 + 21158 - 100442 + 100154 NA 100361-2 + 
9016 + 21268 - 100440 + 100453 +   

 9018 - 20613 + 100439 - 100452-1 +   
 9021 - 21151 - 100438-1 + 100431-1 -   
 9022 + 21066 - 100436-1 + 100451-1 -   
 9025 + 20262 - 100434 - 100450-1 -   
 9027 + 20430 - 100435 + 100448-1 + 

  
ARC -Assam Rice Collection; D - Deletion; ND - No Deletion; (+) - Genotype with 69 bp deletion; (-) -Genotype 

without deletion; NA-Not Amplified. 

 

Total genomic DNA was extracted from fresh young leaves of each accession using the CTAB method51. 
PCR amplification of the specific ORF100 region was performed using primers reported by Kanno et al38. 
The primers: forward primer (5’-AGTCCACTCAGCCATCT-3’) and reverse primer (5’-
CTCGGCCATCATTTTCTTCTTTAG-3’).  

The PCR components are 0.5units of Taq DNA polymerase, 5pmol of each primer, 10xPCR buffer with 
20mM MgCl2, 2.5mM dNTPs in a final volume of 10μL. The PCR reactions were performed using the 
following profile: 94°C-1 min; 55°C-1 min and 72°C-2 min for 35 cycles with a final extension of 7 min 
at 72°C (PTC-200 Thermo cycler; Bio-Rad, Germany). The amplified PCR products were fractionated on 
a 1.5 % agarose gel and electrophoresed for 45 min at 75V and stained with ethidium bromide. The gel 
images were analysed using a Multi Image system (Alpha Innotech, USA). 

RESULTS  

The specific portion of the ORF 100 region could be amplified in 759 accessions while in 40 accessions, 
no amplified product was observed. Polymorphism was observed with the reported two alleles [(Del/Non-
Del] that are known to be associated with the indica and japonica types36 of rice (Figure 2). Despite 
repeated attempts, amplified products are not seen in case of 19 accessions of O. rufipogon and 21 
accessions of O. nivara. The differentiation tendency in the genotypes, as per the classification based on 
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the allele frequency, varied between different geographic locations (Table 1). In the collections of Assam 
and Jeypore, the indica type allele was present in about ¼ of the population (~25%) while the rest of the 
genotypes possess the japonica type allele. But in the Manipur collections, the distribution of the two 
alleles was almost equal (Table 2) (Figure 1 ). 

     
 

Figure 2: Differentiation of 69bp deletion in indica and japonica alleles in the native land races 
and wild rice accessions 

 
Table 2: Summary of wild and native land race of rice accessions indica and japonica. 

 
S.No Accessions Cultivars Accessions. with 

Deletion 
Accessions without Deletion 

1 Manipur 108 59(54.63) 49 (45.37) 
2 Assam 142 35 (24.65) 107 (75.35) 
3 Jeypore 190 44 (23.15) 146(76.04) 
4 O.rufipogan 162† 110(67.48) 33(20.37) 
5 O.nivara 157‡ 115(73.24) 21(13.37) 
Total  759 363 356 

† No amplification in 19 accessions; ‡ No amplification in 21 accessions 

 
In the wild forms also, the frequency of indica allele varied from around 75% in O .rufipogon while in the 
accessions of O .nivara, the frequency was around 86%. While a new allele was observed in the O 
.rufipogon populations (other than the two), with the primer employed 38. 
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DISCUSSION 

The origin of cultivated rice was the subject of discussion over years. Though O. rufipogon has been 
identified as the wild ancestor of cultivated rice30, Oryza nivara, an annual wild form, is considered to be 
the most recent ancestral form of O. sativa52. During domestication and selection, many traits associated 
with the wild species like grain shattering, spreading habit and awns have been lost in O. sativa, the 
cultivated form53. The domestication history of the cultivated rice is complex due to different seed 
dispersal mechanisms which include trade of grain and human migration and the domestication is thought 
to have occurred over a broad geographic range spanning Eastern India, Indochina, and portions of 
Southern China30. The hypotheses postulated on origin of rice include both monophyletic and diphyletic 
modes and were based on ancient rice grains, genetic markers, genetic distance studies etc. Evolution 
from perennials to annuals and from outbreeders to inbreeders is a general trend found in higher plants 
and it was suggested that indica cultivars are derived from O. nivara and japonica cultivars from O. 
rufipogon52,54. However, recent hypotheses include .multiple domestications55 and domestication of 
japonica rices from O. rufipogon at the Pearl River area of China and subsequent development of indica 
rice from crosses between japonica rice and local wild rice as the initial cultivars spread into South East 
and South Asia56 and the later idea was supported by Jeanmaire et al.57. 

The genetic diversity present in rice is reported to be much lower than the other crops and is often only 
20% of the total diversity contained within the wild ancestors is maintained through domestication58. 
Among the wild species of rice, O. rufipogon was reported to have the highest diversity59. Morishima60 
reported lower genetic diversity in O. sativa at the molecular level than O. rufipogon while O. sativa 
possess higher variability than O. rufipogon at the phenotypic level. This higher variability at phenotypic 
level can be attributed to continuous introgression of traits during the domestication process and active 
selection could have led to the rise and expansion of present day indica rices. 

There are strong evidences to support some differentiation of indica and japonica genomes long before 
rice domestication29,61. Other evidences include i. Detection of some japonica specific genes and 
characters in the Chinese strains collected in the northern fringe of distribution of O. rufipogon6,56-57,62-63, 

ii. Occurrence of particular isozyme alleles such as Est10-4 and Amp5-4 in the indigenous cultivars 
grown in deepwater areas of Bangladesh which are rare in cultivars but not in wild populations64 and iii. 
Detection of high genetic similarity in isozymes, japonica type cpDNA and rDNA sequences between the 
annual wild rice distributed on the west coast of India and the primitive cultivars growing nearby65. 

As rice is self-pollinated it is expected to create a strong genetic bottleneck during the rice domestication 
and land races possess higher levels of diversity than the developed varieties as they are the primary 
descendants from the wild. As hybrid rice is gaining prominence, it is worthwhile to conduct further 
studies on the land races that show japonica traits (non-deletion type) at cytoplasmic level for their utility 
in the hybrid breeding programs.  

It is interesting to note the presence of japonica type of cytoplasm at a very high frequency (~75%) in 
Assam and Jeypore-Koraput region, two distinct and diverse geographic regions, where the presence of 
indica allele is supposed to be present. The presence of japonica type cytoplasm, at a low frequency 
reported earlier Kaneda et al66 was explained as the result of introgressive hybridization67. In India where 
indica is common, it is surprising to observe significantly higher percentage of genotypes with japonica 
allele while indica type is around 30 % only on overall basis. However, the accessions of Manipur who 
was considered to be a part of the geographic location that is associated with origin of rice shows equal 
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distribution of both alleles. It is a point of discussion whether the skewness observed in both Assam, an 
area in the primary centre and Jeypore-Koraput, a secondary centre, can be explained fully with the 
introgressive hybridization hypothesis or it can be the result of a selection advantage coupled with other 
domestication events. This is evident as in both wild progenitors, the proportion of indica allele in Eastern 
India is high suggesting that other events also must have played a part and the influence of the 
environment cannot be ruled out. Wang et al68 reported the presence of japonica types in a particular 
group of deepwater rice and varieties with very small grains in Bangladesh, the same geographic location 
as Assam and Manipur. The finding of japonica rices in the Indian sub- continent is an important 
development in the phylogenic studies that are to be continued. In addition, the sequence changes that are 
associated with the non-amplification of the target alleles seen in the wild forms suggest that wild forms 
still have some rare alleles and still possess considerable amount of novel genetic variation which was not 
transferred to cultivated forms. More studies are needed to study the genetic diversity that can dissect the 
japonica and indica contributions in the native land races to arrive at future conclusions. However, 
contrary to general assumption, the presence of japonica allele at a significantly higher frequency can 
pave way for identification of genotypes having desirable alleles of nuclear genes/QTLs of japonica type 
which can greatly help in the development of hybrid rice in the near future. 

CONCLUSION 

The presence of the indica and japonica alleles were studied in the native land races of Assam, Manipur 
and Jeypore, the locations considered to be  the centres of diversity of rice and accessions of O. rufipogon 
and O. nivara, the two wild progenitors of rice using the established indel marker in the ORF 100 region 
of the chloroplast genome. The results suggest that an unambiguous shift towards japonica allele in the 
land races was evident while in the wild progenitors, the indica allele was predominant. 
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